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Align With Your Highest Guide

Higher Self Yoga is an online resource and community for practitioners dedicated to embracing the wisdom of their Higher Self. Through meditations, classes, and articles, our students learn to hone their intuition and expand their hearts, leading to a meaningful life filled with clarity and purpose.
Get StartedAbout Us
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Activate Your Full Potential 
with Higher Self Yoga


At the core of your being lies your Higher Self, the center of your true essence. Through this hidden wellspring of wisdom, you can uncover new depths of self-realization and learn how to live the best version of your life.
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Transformative Meditation

Lay the groundwork for accessing your highest guide through distinct visualization practices.
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Fearless Self-Reflection

Gain a deeper understanding of yourself and your life’s purpose with honest and compassionate inquiry.
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Practical Application

Bring fulfillment to your life by applying your newfound insights, reflections, and self-knowledge to everyday situations.


Start Your Journey
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[image: ]Once we begin to connect with our Higher Selves, the changes we see in our lives can be breathtaking.


From improvements in our physical bodies and mental outlooks to the ways we treat and interact with others, the benefits of connecting with our Higher Selves are endless. This journey takes you on the path to wholeness, leads you into your true potential, and helps you discover who you really are.

[image: ]Nanette V. Hucknall
Founder of Higher Self Yoga
About Nanette






The life-changing benefits of working with your Higher Self

The sense of wholeness and balance that comes with relating to the Higher Self has enormous practical benefits, and we teach our students to apply this inner wisdom to their mundane, everyday lives. In this sense, spiritual development goes hand-in-hand with personal growth. As we develop spiritually, we begin to see the effects in our daily life by applying this wisdom to our careers, our relationships, and most importantly, to the inner workings of our minds.
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Bring wisdom and clarity to your path.
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Strengthen your intuition and decision making.
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Replace negative patterns with contentment.
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Discover fulfillment in everyday life.







The essential practice for connecting with your Higher Self

This fully online introductory course will teach you to activate the invaluable, untapped resource at the core of your being – your Higher Self. Complete with audio lessons, guided meditations, and self-reflections exercises, this course was carefully designed to place you directly in conversation with your Highest Guide, bringing new meaning and purpose to your life's journey.

Get Started
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Meditation



Building Your Ideal Meditation Space
Learn how to connect with your Higher Self and transform your life.
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By 
Georgia Pettit
September 26, 2023
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5 Ways Your Higher Self Can Appear to You (And Why)
Learn how to connect with your Higher Self and transform your life.
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Higher Self



Can your Higher Self help you find inner peace?
Learn how to connect with your Higher Self and transform your life.
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By 
The Editors of HSY
September 26, 2023
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Hear Our Story



Thirty years ago, our founder Nanette V. Hucknall combined the wisdom insights of a lifetime of studying spirituality and psychology to create the core teachings of Higher Self Yoga.


About Us
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Browse Our Library



The Higher Self Yoga canon has deepened the lives of hundreds of spiritual practitioners, supporting them in aligning to their Highest Guide.


Start Reading





Align with your Highest Guide

Start Your Journey
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